Measuring electron and hole transfer in core/shell nanoheterostructures.
Using femtosecond transient absorption and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy, we studied the electron versus hole dynamics in photoexcited quasi-type-II heterostructured nanocrystals with fixed CdTe core radii and varying CdSe shell coverage. By choosing the pump wavelength in resonance with the core or the shell states, respectively, we were able to measure the excited electron and hole dynamics selectively. Both, the core- and the shell-excited CdTe/CdSe nanocrystals showed the same spectral emission and photoluminescence lifetimes, indicating that ultrafast electron and hole transfer across the core/shell interface resulted in the identical long-lived charge transfer state. Both charge carriers have subpicosecond transfer rates through the interface, but the subsequent relaxation rates of the hole (τ(dec) ∼ 800 ps) and electron (τ(avg) ∼ 8 ps) are extremely different. On the basis of the presented transient absorption measurements and fitting of the steady-state spectra, we find that the electron transfer occurs in the Marcus inverted region and mixing between the CdTe exciton and charge transfer states takes place and therefore needs to be considered in the analysis.